Purpose of publication and editing
1. The journal shall be called *Studies in Business and Accounting* and shall be published in September of each year.

2. As a general rule, the journal should be published to present the research results that graduates of the Institute of Business and Accounting, Kwansei Gakuin University (referred to below as “IBA”) made during the period of their enrollment, and to present the research results that the current students of Graduate Department of Advanced Management, Graduate School of Institute of Business and Accounting, Kwansei Gakuin University (referred to below as "Doctoral Program"), and Graduate research fellows and IBA research fellows (referred to below as “Fellows”) made.

3. In principal the manuscripts should be submitted by the graduates from IBA, the current students in Doctoral Program, and Fellows, and should be edited by the Studies in Business and Accounting Editorial Committee.

4. In principle, copyright of the articles published in *Studies in Business and Accounting*, including the right of public transmission, belongs to the Association for the Study of Business and Accounting.

5. The electronic version of the articles shall be open to the public in KGU repository.

Submission Guidelines
1. Deadline for submission should be May 15th of each year.

2. Authors should be the graduates from IBA in the previous and the pre-previous academic years of the submission due date (submission is allowed only once), the current students in Doctoral Program, or Fellows. Also, the current students in IBA can submit articles if they got course credits of Project Study, Individual Research or Individual Research: Financial Accounting IV and obtained the mentor's approval.

3. Authors should submit the article with a cover page after receiving their mentor's approval regarding the content. The submission should be made (to ibakiyo@kwansei.ac.jp) prior to the due date, and the submission fee should also be paid by the designated date.

4. The number of pages in the submitted article should be no more than 12 printed pages including figures, as a general rule (the page count does not include the cover). However, Japanese articles up to 18 pages and English articles up to 20 pages maximum may be accepted (in both cases, the page count is based on the number of printed pages).

5. Authors are responsible for paying a fee of 15,000 yen. However, in the event that an article over 12 pages is accepted, an additional fee of 2,500 yen per page will apply from the 13th page onward. The submission fee should be paid based on the number of printed pages after the first galleys by means of a bank transfer to the account provided. If the fee is not paid by the designated date, the article will
not be published, and the author will be billed for the actual cost of creating the first galley

6. When submitting an article, the author should use a printable format in accordance with the form provided. If the submission is not in accordance with the form provided, it will not be accepted. Because the published version will be in black and white, the manuscript should be written in black and white from the beginning, or in the colors which makes no variance when converted from the polychromatic to black and white.

Writing Guidelines

Articles submitted to Studies in Business and Accounting should be written in accordance with the following guidelines.

1. The article should, as a general rule, be submitted in the form of a document file created in Microsoft Word. Figures and charts in the text should be submitted as separate files containing the source data prior to their insertion into Word (in Excel, PowerPoint, or JPEG format whenever possible).

   Document page setting for this Journal should comply with the following.
   (1) Paper size: B5 (1 page = 40 characters x 30 lines)
   (2) Margins: 24 mm left and right, 35 mm top, 30 mm bottom.
   (3) Page Number: The cover sheet should be Page 0, and the first page of the text body should be Page 1.
   (4) Header: Studies in Business and Accounting vol._
   (5) Font: MS Mincho (Roman text and numbers should be in Century)
       [2] Subtitle and author name: 12.5 points
       [4] Main text: 9.5 points
       [5] Charts/Figures title and footnote: 8 points
       [6] Reference: 8.5 points

   The draft will only be corrected once. Please submit a complete manuscript so that corrections and insertions are not needed during the correction stage.

2. An abstract should be included before the main text. (maximum 120 words)

3. When separating the text into chapters (large headings), sections (medium headings), and sub-sections (small headings), the format " I, II..." (full width) should be used to number chapter headings, " 1, 2..." (full width) should be used to number section headings, and "(1), (2)...", (half width) should be used to number sub-section headings.

   Also, when transitioning between chapters (large headings), a space one cell tall should be left empty before and after. When transitioning between sections (medium headings), a space one cell tall
should be left empty before. No space should be left before or after a sub-section (small heading).

4. Mathematical equations should be numbered, with the number inserted after the equation.

5. Headings for figures should use the format "Figure 1," "Figure 2," and should appear above each figure. Headings for charts should use the format "Chart 1," "Chart 2," and should appear above each chart.

6. Numbers for notes in the main text should use the format "1, 2, 3...," and the numbers should appear in between the lines to the right. Also, references listed in the notes should all be listed in the reference after the main text.

   [Example]
   "...as follows:"

7. The format of citations from other works should follow parenthetical reference style, and information following the format "[author's name] [publication year], [page (p. in the case of documents in Roman text)]" should appear immediately after the citation in parentheses (( )). Also, the work cited should appear in the reference following the main text.

   [Example 1]
   (斎藤 2010) (Thomas 2008)
   (田中 2011, 15-18 頁) (Johnson 2000, p.38)
   (落合 1996; 河合 1993) (Brawn 1998; Adams 2001)

   [Example 2] <Collaborative works>
   For works with up to three authors, the authors should be listed consecutively. For works with four or more authors, only the first author should be listed, followed by 「ほか」 or 「他」 in the case of a Japanese document or “and others” or "et al." in the case of a document in Roman text.

   (斎藤・多田 1988) (Cox and Hillman 2008)
   (落合・河合・佐々木 2005) (Brawn, Adams and Katz 2006)
   (田中ほか 2006) (White et al. 1999)

   [Example 3] <Listing multiple works by the same author>
   When citing from multiple works by the same author in the same year, a, b, or c should be added to the year within the parentheses in the main text.

   (斎藤 2010a) (Phillip 2012a)
   (斎藤 2010b) (Phillip 2012b)

8. In the reference, documents in Japanese and documents in Roman text should be separated, and the list of documents in Roman text should be presented first. Documents in Roman languages should be listed alphabetically by the author's last name, and documents in Japanese should be listed in accordance with the 50 syllables by the author's last name.
9. When creating the reference, the works should be listed in a uniform way in accordance with the following example reference listings.

[Example] Example reference listings

<Books in Roman text>
[1] One author


[3] Editor

<Articles in Roman text>
[1] One author


[3] Collaboration (four or more authors)


[5] Newspaper/periodical article

<Translated works>
[1] Books

[2] Rules, Standards, etc.

<Books in Japanese>
[3] Editor 貝塚啓明編(1999)『金融資本市場の変貌と国家』東洋経済新報社。

<Articles in Japanese>

10. The file of the article submitted should be named as follows: Submission to Studies in Business and Accounting - submission date - author’s name - student number - text or figure number.

[Examples]
StudiesinBusinessandAccountingSubmissionMay10JohnSmith8877Manuscript
StudiesinBusinessandAccountingSubmissionMay10JohnSmith8877Chart1 (in case there is a chart/figure)
StudiesinBusinessandAccountingSubmissionMay10JohnSmith8877Chart2 (in case there is a chart/figure)